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Message
I am immensely delighted to state that School of management Sciences Lucknow is organizing 
5th International Seminar on Sources of Planet Energy, Environmental & Disaster Science: 
Impact of Non-Conventional Energy Resources, (SPEEDS -2019) on 7  & 8  Feb 2020- th th

which  is the 7 Seminar in the series of SPEEDS to address global environmental concerns.    th 

The thick pallor of smog all over northern India in the post Diwali days, transforms a distant 
reality into closer home nightmare and live in Gas Chambers. Such environmental occurrences 
as, earthquake, smog or the  wild fires in Amazon and heavy downpour  have raised massive 
concerns arising out of environmental problems faced by man today. These natural calamities 
and disasters portend ecological imbalances which can enormously threaten the social, political 
and economic well being of the entire man-kind.  

In the wake of above, it is extremely relevant that we are covering the theme of 'Impact of Non-
Conventional Energy Resources'. The sub themes of the seminar such as Environmental Issues 
focus on the problems where as Potential of Solar and Wind Energy in India are aimed towards 
unearthing some of the solutions to grave environmental concerns. 

I am convinced that the deliberations of the two days 5th International Seminar SPEEDS-2019 
will take us a step further in mitigating some of the problems and create greater awareness 
amongst the academicians, scholars and most of all the future generation: the students.

I extend my best wishes to a great success of  SPEEDS and the team for their endeavour.

 

 

 
 


